Vitiligo Research Program
Research in the laboratory is focused primarily on the autoimmune response to pigment cells that contributes to the progressive loss of pigmentation in vitiligo. There is clearly a complex hereditary component to vitiligo, which predisposes certain individuals to developing the disease. Such genetic differences can affect pigment cell function either directly, or indirectly by mounting an immune response that spreads to areas of remaining pigmentation. We have shown previously, that during progressive disease the skin contains an abundance of macrophages, dendritic cells and T cells, each contributing to the development of autoimmunity. The T cells in particular help explain why melanocytes are specifically targeted in vitiligo, and this arm of the immune response is of particular interest because the same T cells are a source of superior reactivity to melanoma cells, an area which we are actively pursuing.
For progressive disease to develop, an early event causing stress to melanocytes in the skin triggers a specific response to prevent cell death. A particular set of molecules is upregulated which, once they find themselves outside the cell, serve as a warning signal to the immune system and trigger an immune response to the cells from which they are derived. For this reason, such heat shock proteins are in use as vaccine components. They are very well conserved throughout evolution, from plants to bacteria all the way to humans, which tells us they have an important role to play. The events that trigger an autoimmune response offer a potential route of intervention and this is another area of active research in the lab. Understanding the effects of stress on melanocytes has led us to focus on chemicals commonly used to bleach the skin in advanced disease. The fact that melanocytes are much more sensitive to these chemicals than surrounding cells can tell us a lot about why pigment cells become an exclusive disease target in vitiligo. The molecular structure of bleaching agents suggest that these compounds will interact with enzymes involved in pigment production, and our research in this area is set to define these processes in more detail. In summary, there is an intriguing dichotomy between the autoimmune responses that lead to progressive depigmentation in vitiligo, and less effective immune responses mounted to malignantly transformed melanocytes in melanoma. Learning from one disease we can develop strategies to treat the other.
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Scientific description

We are characterizing T cell receptors from T cells derived from perilesional vitiligo skin of high affinity towards melanosomal antigens gp100 and MART-1, to be cloned into vectors suitable for treatment in a condition where high avidity responses are more desirable, namely malignant melanoma. At the same time this characterization is important to identify target molecules and quantify the contribution of T cell mediated immune responses to depigmentation in either condition. Specific autoimmunity is ultimately triggered by environmental events that upregulate stress proteins, among which HSP70 is of particular interest for its role in activating dendritic cells through enhanced processing and presentation
of peptides chaperoned by the stress protein. As HSP70 can be secreted by live cells, stress can be considered an initiating event in vitiligo. The role of HSP70 in vitiligo is an area of active research in the lab. One of the stressful events that specifically affects melanocytes and is therefore of great interest to vitiligo development and progression, is contact with bleaching phenols. Either accidentally in the workplace, or intentionally as in depigmentation treatment, melanocytes are specifically affected by bleaching phenols. Enhancing our understanding of the depigmentation process initiated by individual bleaching phenols by defining their cytotoxic effects, the role of melanosomal enzymes and potential involvement of immune factors in the process can lead to improved applications, which may have implications for melanoma treatment as well.
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